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Today, I’ll be reviewing ‘(What’s the Story) Morning Glory’ by Oasis. Not only does its 
title stand out as at least relatively long (there are some emo albums that have 
names not a million miles away from ‘Hello, are you having a nice day? I am. Oh you 
are? Great. Woop Woop Woop’), the album has perhaps the most enigmatic lyric of 
all time. Don’t believe me? Check this out, it’s from the title track: ‘Tomorrow never 
knows what it doesn’t know too soon’. Wow. Let’s try and decipher those words, 
here. I’ve been trying on and off non-seriously for a good few years now, but let’s 
finally get this over with. So… ‘Tomorrow never knows…’ I guess that means you 
can’t see into the future? ‘Tomorrow never knows what it doesn’t know’? Means the 
same thing doesn’t it? Just a longer way of saying you can’t look into the future. It’s 
like me saying ‘I don’t what’s going to happen tomorrow. I also don’t know what won’t 
happen…’ But ‘Tomorrow never knows what it doesn’t know too soon???’ THAT 
hurts my head. But I’ll try. To make things less complicated maybe it would be best to 
cut the lyric into ‘Tomorrow never knows too soon.’ If I’m wrong doing that, screw it. 
So, if something is too soon, it’s bad, isn’t it? And it’s never too soon. SO, tomorrow 
doesn’t know what’s going to happen, and that’s good, maybe???? I’m sorry if that 
makes absolutely no sense to you, but that was genuinely one of the hardest things 
I’ve done in my life. How’s that supposed to make me feel? Judging by the tone, it’s 
supposed to be a fun song!!

Now let’s examine the other lyrics in the track to see how the confusion fest 
compares. ‘All your dreams are made when you’re chained to the mirror and the 
razor blade.’ Sounds horrifying, unless you know that’s a reference to drug use. 
Maybe you don’t want to know what will happen tomorrow when taking drugs, 
because you might die. Hm. Makes sense. Another song goes ‘Where were you 
when we were getting high?’ STOP DOING DRUGS! You said it yourself (I think), 
you might die! Now what to write about? You know what? I’m going to cheat and visit 
a lyric sharing site. Let’s see if anyone else has any ideas concerning the toughest 
lyric that I know of… Someone believes the song is about getting an erection, some 
other guy has literally written an essay that I can’t be bothered to read, and someone 
says ‘Tomorrow never knows…’ could mean ‘the next day is never going to be what 
you expect.’ Kind of like what I said, but in less detail. But naturally more detail 
doesn’t make me right, it just makes me look more foolish if I am wrong. But I tried. 
Wikipedia says that some reviews of the album were negative, and the lyrics were 
called ‘banal’! (And Google says that means lacking in originality). Woooah. They 
were NOT banal lyrics! A bit druggy at times, sure, but near impossible to 
comprehend. Though I do take comfort in the fact lyrics are usually meant to be 
ambiguous. Phew! Wow, I’ve just found out this album is supposed to be less 
hedonistic than their prior release. How can you be more hedonistic that doing 
drugs? These guys are intense. Or just telling fibs.

According to the internet, there are two short instrumentals on the album that have 
no names, but are also known as ‘The Swamp Song Excerpt 1’ and ‘The Swamp 
Song Excerpt 2’. Yep, I’ve been confused again. How can you have an untitled song 
with a title? Furthermore, they’re not songs as they have no lyrics. Oasis are really 
weird. Even so, the comparisons some critics have made between the album in 
question and other random songs are a little harsh. Some poo stirrer said track 
‘Morning Glory’ sounds like R.E.M.’s ‘The One I love.’ I mean, some of the notes the 
instruments play are like Oasis’s in a way at times, but dear God… Had it not been 
pointed out, I don’t think I’d have noticed. You might as well compare a mobile phone 
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with an old fashioned one with those numbers you have to spin on a wheel. I mean 
they’re both phones, right? So yeah, a very clever observation from the stirrer. 
Except it’s not clever, it’s him overthinking at best and being an asshole at worst. 
What do I think of the album? Very thought provoking at times, BUT what if you try to 
figure out something, you think you’re right, and it turns out you’re wrong? Not only 
have you wasted your time, you’ve actually got a bit dumber. Think of the trouble 
you’ll go through in life if you come to the conclusion 2+2=5. But maybe you 
shouldn’t listen to the singer at all. Remember he’s a drug user even in his less wild 
moments. Apparently. All in all, let’s give THE TUNES and harmony, etc. a solid 
9.25/10. Bye!


